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	backStop cyber attackers in their tracks and shut down threats to your brands, domains, and people the moment they hit your external attack surface — before lasting damage is done.

 ZeroFox Protection


	External Attack Surface Management
Find vulnerabilities and prioritize remediation across your critical internet-facing assets.

	Domain Protection
Complete, continuous protection against domain-based cyberattacks.

	Brand Protection
Best-in-class coverage to protect against frauds, fakes, and cyber attackers.

	Social Media Protection
Intelligence and rapid takedowns across brand channels and executive profiles.

	Executive Protection
Comprehensive digital and physical protection for corporate executives.

	Dark Web Protection
Powerful visibility into data leaks and attack planning on the dark web.



	ZeroFox Intelligence
ZeroFox Intelligence
	backIdentify and monitor relevant threats to your organization with rapid, actionable, and best-in-class intelligence – so you can proactively stay a step ahead of attackers.

 ZeroFox Intelligence


	Intelligence Services
Enhanced SecOps with threat intelligence experts working for you.

	Threat Intelligence Feeds
Bundled intelligence feeds that can be integrated right into your security tools.

	Intelligence Search
Vetted collections of raw data, structured data, dark web communications, and alerts.

	Physical Security Intelligence
24/7 physical monitoring of locations key to your organization.

	On-Demand Investigations
On-demand access to expert analysts for custom investigations and research.

	Dark Web Operatives
A global team of embedded operatives who navigate the criminal underground for you.

	Dedicated Analysts
A dedicated intelligence analyst for in-depth investigations and critical insights.
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	backSecure your brands, executives and customers with the industry's #1 platform for taking down, blocking and remediating digital threats.
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	Takedowns
Remove threats fast and at scale from social media, mobile app stores, and fake domains – with automated takedown requests and in-house disruption

	Global Disruption Network
Threat data from hundreds of providers and partners to block emerging risks.

	PII removal
Remove risk of PII exposure by automatically removing your executives' and employees' PII from data broker websites.

	Partners & Integrations
Expand your threat coverage with 150+ application integrations break down silos, augment existing security tools and make smarter decisions with integrated threat intelligence.
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	backReduce your organization's digital risk with ZeroFox's end-to-end response management.
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	Incident Readiness
Assess, test, and improve your security defenses with our expert team by your side.

	IDX Breach Notifications
Reduce breach risks and costs while creating peace of mind for impacted individuals.

	Incident Response
Rapid, effective response with elite industry experts.

	Threat Actor Engagement
Go on the offense with a global team of dark web operatives.
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LookingGlass is now part of ZeroFox.
The solutions you know and trust from LookingGlass, now part of ZeroFox.
press releaseGET SUPPORT






Expanding visibility and protection across the external attack surface


scoutPRIME
Monitor your attack surface, enriched with threat intelligence, to manage your cyber risk and vulnerabilities.


Learn More
 

scoutTHREAT
Create tailored threat actor models to detect and respond to the most relevant threats to your organization.


Learn More
 

scoutINSPECT
Discover and catalog your assets, validated vulnerabilities and exposures across your external attack surface


Learn More
 





scoutPRIME Key Features
DYNAMIC FOOTPRINTING
Create and manage dynamic footprints of any internet-accessible asset or network to identify if an asset on your networks is part of a cyber incident 


OUT-OF-THE BOX THREAT INTEL AGGREGATION, ENRICHMENT, AND CONTEXTUALIZATION
Aggregate, normalize, and index 88 data sources and cyber threat intelligence feeds — out of the box.


CUSTOMIZED THREAT SCORING
Leverage the proprietary Threat Indicator Confidence™ (TIC) scoring system developed with scoutPRIME’s dynamic foot-printing capabilities overlaid with enriched and contextualized threat intelligence


API & INTEGRATIONS
Export threat intel in a variety of formats to orchestrate your security appliances and improve cyber defenses.












scoutTHREAT Key Features
Anticipate your adversaries’ next move 
Quickly pinpoint and understand the threat actors targeting the sectors that matter to your organization and uncover those actors’ capabilities to identify their next move.



Reduce risk and prioritize cyber investment In-Line Remediation
Actor modeling combined with built-in risk scoring enables your organization to highlight key risks and gaps in your security posture and to prioritize cyber investments to mitigate and reduce those risks.



Automate threat indicator and entity extraction
Automatically extract key attack indicators from both structured and unstructured threat intelligence for rapid correlation and processing











scoutINSPECT Key Features 
Inventory Discovery & Mapping
Map your domain infrastructure and sub-domains, and continuously survey your networks to catalog all your internet-facing inventory.


Vulnerability, Exposure, and Misconfiguration Details
Gain deep insight into traditional vulnerabilities and exposures, as well as insight into misconfigurations and changes in inventory



Flexible API and Integrations
Import and export exposures, inventory and intelligence-enriched data in a variety of formats to orchestrate your security appliances and improve cyber defenses.











Explore ZeroFox’s Complete External Cybersecurity Platform

Only the ZeroFox unified External Cybersecurity platform combines the power of AI, full-spectrum intelligence services, and a robust portfolio of breach, incident and takedown response capabilities.






	
Protection


Protection
Protect brands, domains, executives, and other external assets across the surface, deep, and dark web. Identity and remediate attacks including impersonations, phishing, fraud, account takeover and data leakage at scale.

Read the full report



	
Intelligence


Intelligence
Limit the time and resources spent analyzing and addressing threats. ZeroFox’s team of 200+ threat analysts speak over 27 languages and conduct analysis, research and vulnerability assessment at a global and individual scale.
Read the full report



	
Disruption


Disruption
Reduce time to action on critical threats, including removing fake accounts, websites and posts, and block access to attacker infrastructure. ZeroFox’s disruption and takedown services and Global Disruption Network quickly thwart threats and future attacks.
Read the full report



	
Response


Response
Respond rapidly to threats and restore your organization. Reduce breach risks and costs while providing peace of mind to affected individuals with our proven professional services and the unmatched flexibility of our platform.
Read the full report




See ZeroFox in action







Protect Today.Predict Tomorrow.

Contact Us
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